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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: Overnight US stock market closed flat and today marginally higher. Traders are getting ready to wel-

come team Powell tonight. US Dollar is on the back foot against Asian currencies but regained some lost ground

against majors like Euro and GBP. .  Broader structure of USD/INR, which is relevant for positional traders, re-

mains downward. Intra-week upward pullbacks can occur from time to time but as long as those upward spikes

do not take USDINR Sept futures above 74.10 on a sustainable basis, bearish bias holds. Therefore, sell on rise

on Sept futures but with stop above 74.10 on a closing basis. 72.65 and 72.45 remain as key support levels.

EUR: Record longs and second wave of COVID in Europe are factors which are not allowing EUR/USD to punch

higher. However, it may get a helping hand from US Fed tonight. If Fed announces to increase the pace of quan-

titative easing and also commit to keep rates near zero and QE flowing for an extended period of time, then sell-

ing in USD, can take EURUSD higher. Trade still remains to buy the dip but stop needs to be below 1.1750 on a

closing basis. Target remains 1.1950 and then 1.2000.

GBP: GBPUSD managed to crawl back above 1.2900 levels. However, the tussle between EU and UK over latter's

new legislation remains as a dark cloud over the currency. The legislation has been passed in the lower house

and now heads to the upper house, where it is expected to face scrutiny. Traders may be hoping that UK removes

the parts of the legislation which is a bone of contention between EU and UK. However, as long as no such com-

promise occurs from UK, upside may be capped in GBP. Sell on rise with stop above 1.30 on a closing basis.

Target 1.2775 and then 1.2700.

JPY: The expected downtrend is playing out in USDJPY and the expected uptrend in playing out in JPYINR. At cur-

rent levels of 105.10, it is advisable to wait for a pullback near 105.60 to add to fresh shorts. For JPYINR, wait

for a pullback below 69.50 to enter fresh long positions.

MACRO VIEW

Did Mr. Powell mean 'flexible inflation targeting" when he spoke about average inflation? If no, then Fed needs

to throw light over a couple of issues related to AIT in tonight's meeting. It is unlikely that Fed will specify the

time period over which the average for core inflation will be measured as they would not want to tie their hands

with more rules. Inflation measured by core PCE has averaged around 1.5%-1.6% over the past 2 to 5 years. If Fed

were consider that as a guidepost then Fed may have to let core inflation run north of 2.3-2.4% for an extended

period of time. The next big question traders will ask is what Fed will do to ensure that it achieves its goal of

inflation and employment? Will they increase the pace of QE? For Fed to get enable the US economy move to-

wards their target they need to pamper the economy with zero bound rates and expansionary balance sheet for

an extended period of time. Such a move can keep the US Dollar weak and that's very much needed if the reflation

cycle has to occur as Fed wants.

With their balance sheet having flat lined since June and excess reserves down around $ 500 billion, it is an op-

portune time for the Fed to increase the pace of asset purchase. The Fed may even add Treasury Inflation Pro-

tected Securities into their shopping list. An ultra-dovish Fed is what is needed to be consistent with Mr. Powell

said in Jackson Hole. If Fed can be consistent with the message of AIT, it will be quite positive for EM assets and

hence EM currencies.
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